The paper bounds the combinatorial complexity of the
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We refer to dp as a (convex) polyhedral distance function (induced by P). Note that dp(p, q) is not symmetric, and thus is not a metric, unless P is centrally symmetric with respect to o.
Let S be a set of n points in Rd and P be a convex polytope with m facets. The Voronoi diagram Vorp(S) of S for the distance dp is defined as the decomposition of Etd into Voronoi cells, one cell V(si ) for each point Si c S, given by V(Si) = {p G IRd I dp(p, si) < dp(p, sj) Vsj # si E S.} The facet at x;(c) is said to be posit~ve and the facet at x;(c) is said to be negative.
We use the following notational system for representing vertices of the arrangement of the given hypercubes. In this section we obtain a result that will be needed O-level vertices.
Let Vk (C) denote the number of inner klevel vertices of A(C), and let Dk (C) denote the number in our analysis of LW-Voronoi diagrams, but which is interesting in its own right.
of outer k-level vertices.
We also denote by V~(n, d)
Let C be a set of n axis-parallel hypercubea in Rd. It follows that
where the functions D* and V* count, respectively, only outer and inner vertices of the union which lie inside
By the induction hypothesis, we have
If the hypercubes are of equal size, then we have In what follows we will also need a bound on DI (n, d). 
We can now apply the following probabilistic argument, similar to that used in [2] and [13] . convex distance function dp and any dimension d~2, there exist sets of points, not in general position with respect to distance dp, whose Voronoi diagram has complexity Q(nd). 
